SUPPLEMENT A2

SUPPLEMENT FOR CHINESE REGISTERED AIRCRAFT

SECTION 1 - GENERAL

This Supplement must be attached to the approved Flight Manual for Chinese registered aircraft.

The information contained herein supplement the basic Flight Manual. For limitations, procedures and performance information not contained in this Supplement consult the basic Flight Manual. Wherever conflict arises between information reported herein and on the approved Flight Manual, the information in this Supplement must take precedence.
NOTES, CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS

In this Supplement the Note, Caution and Warning indications are supplied in accordance with these definitions:

**NOTE**  An operating procedure, technique or maintenance practice which is considered essential to emphasize.

**CAUTION**  An operating procedure, technique or maintenance practice which may result in a minor damage if not carefully followed.

**WARNING**  An operating procedure, technique or maintenance practice which may result in personal injury or loss of life if not carefully followed.
SECTION 2 – LIMITATIONS

Reference is made with relevant paragraph of the basic Flight Manual

2.15 PLACARDS

In the baggage compartment:

e) MAXIMUM BAGGAGE CAPACITY 88 LBS (40 KG)

行李舱最大载重: 88 磅 (40 公斤)
SECTION 3 – EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

NO CHANGE.

SECTION 4 – NORMAL PROCEDURES

NO CHANGE.

SECTION 5 – PERFORMANCE

NO CHANGE.

SECTION 6 – WEIGHT AND BALANCE

NO CHANGE.
SECTION 7 – DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

For Chinese registered aircraft it is required to install some bilingual placards in English and Chinese languages as per Section 2 and present Section 7 of this Supplement. These placards replace the original ones in English language.

LIST OF OTHER BILINGUAL PLACARDS NOT REPORTED IN SECTION 2 OF THIS SUPPLEMENT:

On the top side of the MLG wheel fairings:

![NO STEP] (禁止踩踏)

On the LH/RH sides of the fuselage nose, near static ports:

![STATIC KEEP CLEAN] (保持静压孔清洁)

Outside LH crew door, near door handle:

![OPEN] (打开)

Outside RH crew door and passenger door, near door handle:

![OPEN] (打开)
Inside LH crew door, near door handle:

![Diagram of open handle]

Inside RH crew door and passenger door, near door handle:

![Diagram of open handle]

Inside LH crew door, near door interlock mechanism:

![Diagram of lock and unlock mechanism]
Inside RH crew door and passenger door, near door interlock mechanism:

![Door Interlock Mechanism]

Inside the cabin, passenger area LH side:

![Cabin Control Panel]

Inside the cabin, passenger area overhead panel:

![Overhead Panel Controls]
Inside the cabin, on the central pedestal (central area):

![Central Pedestal Diagram]

Inside the cabin, on the central pedestal (lower area):

![Lower Area Diagram]

Inside the cabin, on the instrument panel LH side (glove compartment):

![Instrument Panel Diagram]

On the first aid box:

![First Aid Box]
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Inside the first aid box:

**THIS FIRST AID KIT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:**

1. **FIRST AID MANUAL**
2. **DISINFECTANT FOR CUTS/ABRASIONS**
3. **RUBBER GLOVES**
4. **STERILE GAUZE (18cm x 40cm)**
5. **STERILE GAUZE (8cm x 10cm)**
6. **MEDICAL TWEEZERS**
7. **COTTON WOOL**
8. **BOX OF ADHESIVE PLASTERS (VARIOUS)**
9. **ADHESIVE DRESSING (5cm x 1,25cm)**
10. **BANDAGE**
11. **MULTIPURPOSE SCISSORS**
12. **ADHESIVE DRESSING (10cm x 6cm)**